
ICOVO launched “ICO Insight”, web-based
publication for blockchain driven startups and
decentralized society
We consider how to utilize ICOs, token
economies, cryptocurrency, smart
contracts, and other new mechanisms
and technologies across all of society.

ZUG, SWITZERLAND, August 23, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Taking the
perspective of the startups creating
businesses, we consider how to utilize
ICOs, token economies, cryptocurrency,
smart contracts, and other new
mechanisms and technologies across
all of society.

< Our Vision of “ICO Insight” >
Over the past 30 years, the internet has given birth to countless new businesses. The driving
forces of this have been the very essence of internet technology: digitalization and autonomous
decentralized networks.

Cryptocurrency, now the topic of much discussion, is one such decentralized application. At its
core is the blockchain, the technology to usher in the next phase of decentralization, and its
spread is already beginning to upend current centralized industries and social systems.

ICO Insight will capture this rising tide of decentralized society and present the key issues and
questions in considering the next generation of economy and governance. We will introduce new
thinking and activity related to this next generation so that those creating the businesses of the
future can understand the technology and form a new consensus.

Telegram：https://t.me/ICO_Insight_Channel
Twitter：https://twitter.com/Ico_Insight_co

< About ICOVO >
ICOVO is ICO platform introduced mechanism for protecting ICO investor.
We will support a healthy ICO which will make a future by offering
“DAICOVO” which is a customizable smart contract integrating DAICO※ and “ICOVO App”
(iOS/Android), which integrates the world’s only wallet optimized for ICOs. 

< What is the DAICO >
Proposed by Ethereum co-founder Vitalik Buterin on January 6, 2018, a DAICO is a model that
uses decentralized methods to prevent planners from dishonestly using funds raised through an
ICO. In ICOs using tokens that conform to the ERC20 standard, smart contracts are used to limit
the amount of funds raised that project founders can withdraw per unit of time, and if the
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project is canceled for whatever reason, the remaining funds can be returned to the ICO
investors if a consensus is reached.
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